
The following pages are in booklet  
format.  They are the main training 
manuals for the system.   You can flip 
through the pages to see specific 
examples of the main features of the 
Active System.   As, you can see, the 
screens are very colorful and easy to 
read, especially when they take up your 
entire screen.   The final two booklets 
include the Getting Started Step By Step 
Instructions, and the detailed Historical 
Nutritional Assessment which is used to 
build a safety net for each and every 
resident. 
 

  Subscribing to the Active System 
includes a full range of support and 
interfacing with your current system.     
We are here to support you and to save 
you time and money.  
 
Call 904-382-7831 for more information. 



About Active Healthcare Professionals Group 
 

    The Active Healthcare Professionals Group (AHPG)  is a group 

of  healthcare professionals dedicated to serving the Long Term 

Care Industry.   We include Administrators, Nurses, Dietitians,  

Dietary Managers,  and Risk Managers.   The systems and software 

designed and written by these professionals are the most useful to all 

Nursing Home Staff in their efforts to care for their residents.   Not 

only does AHPG provide powerful, easy to use and state of the art 

software, we take computerization to a whole new level.  Our soft-

ware does exactly what your staff  needs it to do and it facilitates the 

entire resident care process.   Additionally, AHPG continuously 

monitors the usage it software systems in your facility.  This provides 

your staff with PROACTIVE Technical support.   In other words, 

we will be constantly monitoring usage, encouraging usage, suggest-

ing more efficient ways to utilize the system, and above all, auditing 

the data for completion, consistency, resident risk, and quality.   

AHPG will provide  your staff with weekly reports on system usage, 

compliance, documentation completion, and consistency of data and 

charting to the MDS, RAPs and Care Plans.   Not only will you get 

reports  showing necessary areas of  attention, your staff will be 

given the tools needed to continuously attain the highest quality of  

care and regulatory compliance. 
 

    AHPG also offers on-site consulting and training at very  

reasonable costs.   Group meetings can be conducted for multiple 

facilities in one central location in order to further streamline train-

ing and to share various experiences in using the system to obtain the 

highest quality of  care for all residents. 
 

    Your system is completely customized to your needs.  AHPG  

programs at a rate much faster than other software vendors.  You 

will find the system growing to meet your needs and even anticipat-

ing your needs.   The entire system has been designed from the 

ground up to be very flexible and to accommodate the needs of  any 

number of  facilities at the same time.   In other words, AHPG will 

add options to suite your needs and provide instant access to any 

options added for other facilities.  Your system is maintained by 

AHPG in a constant up to date status.  You do not have to upgrade.  

We do it for you. 

 

 

The Active System 
 

A Comprehensive, Powerful, and  

Feature Rich Software Package  
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    The Active system has been developed over the past ten years. 

It is a product of  “in the field” development by  healthcare  

professionals.   It is completely designed to provide you with  as  

much help as possible for the following general areas of  Nursing 

Home operations.   The System is very easy to use, yet very 

powerful  in its capability to provide you with what you need  

while minimizing computer time and printing time. 

 Documentation of ALL Care 

 MDS Input and Transmission 

 ADL Input and Documentation 

 Care Planning 

 RAPs 

 Utilization Review you can Use 

 Risk Management 

 Tray Cards and Select Menus 

 Inventory and Ordering 

 Menus and Spread Sheets 

 Recipes and Production Sheets 

 Activities Calendar and Attendance 

 Special Events Flyers 

 Resident Photos Anywhere 

 Resident Trust and Banking 

 Accounts Receivables/Payables 

 Check Writing and Payroll 

 Payor Source Tracking & Planning 

 Quality Indicator Tracking 

 Facility Summary Reports 

 E-mailing  of Reports Anywhere 

 UpLoading Any Other Software 

 

 

 Figure 10.  Incident Report Trending 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 11.  Resident Trust 
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 Figure 8.  ADL Sheets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 9.  Incident Reporting 

Figure 1.  Resident Roster 

 

     The Resident Roster is show in Figure 1 above.   This is the  

central screen for the entire Active System.   It allows you to  

launch any option of  the system for any resident at the click of one 

of the command buttons at the top of  the screen.  The buttons are 

color coded by area or discipline in order to make it easy to find the 

option you want.   A traditional menus system can also be used to 

access any option.  The menu system is shown on the gray menu 

bar below the command buttons.    

 

     Your staff will be instantly oriented to the Active System through 

the easy and straight forward approach to finding your way around  

the system.  They will immediately know where to go to input the 

information they need to record, or to retrieve the information they 

need when caring for the resident or discussing their residents with 

their family members, or with other healthcare professionals. 
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 Figure 2. MDS Worksheet 
 

 Figure 3. MDS 

 

      The Active System offers a full compliment of  Quality Indicator 

reports that are instantly available at any time.  Your staff can view 

how they are doing at any time and use the information proactively 

rather than reactively when the report  is downloaded from the State 

website.     These reports also offer an cross check with the State 

system,  and they can be e-mailed directly to anyone.   They can also 

be reviewed remotely from Corporate Headquarters or from other 

facilities with the proper user name and password. 

 

     The Active System staff will also compare the entire resident  

data base to the MDS, RAP, Care Plan and Quality Indicators for 

each resident on a weekly basis.   This offers the capability to  

determine inconsistencies before they develop into care issues.   All 

questions on the MDS can be audited for consistency with the  

resident's cardex, weight record, meal consumption record, ADL 

sheet, Hydration record, BM record, Input and Output sheet, skin 

assessment sheet, incident reports, Labs, vital signs, medications, 

diagnoses, tube feeding worksheets, and interdisciplinary documen-

tation.     These reports will show your staff where inconsistencies 

occur,  where information is lacking or out dated, and offer 

suggestions for use of the Active System to permanently correct the  

situation. 
 

      The Active System also offers a very easy to use, yet powerful 

Tickler System that will accommodate any number of items to track 

and schedule for all your residents.   What's more, the Admission, 

Discharge and Transfer functions in the system automatically update 

the Tickler System.   In other words, there is no maintenance of  the 

Tickler System.   Simply input what you are tracking or scheduling 

for the Resident and the system takes it from there. 
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 Figure 6.  Quality Indicator Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7.  Quality Indicator Resident Table 

 

 

  The MDS can be entered into the Active System in two different 

ways depending on the preference of the user.   Both methods update 

the same database, but they each offer different advantages.   The 

first method is the MDS Worksheet method shown in Figure 2. 

Notice the resident's picture is show at the top of the screen.  This 

serves as a tremendous memory aide for the user.   Additionally, the 

the work sheet shows the complete history of ALL MDS's for the 

resident in the system.  The MDS's are shown to the right of the  

current MDS being entered.   This gives the used the ability to see all 

previous entries for all questions on the MDS.   This guards against 

erroneous entries that make logical sense, but are not logical for this 

particular resident.   A complete logic check of all answers is in-

stantly  

performed each time the user presses enter. 

  

    The worksheet also condenses the MDS into one line per MDS 

question.   This allows the experienced used to more efficiently enter 

responses and move through the MDS. 

 

    The traditional presentation of  the MDS is shown in Figure 3.  All 

MDS pages are available from the drop down list, including the  

Discharge Tracking form, Re-Entry Form, and Significant Correc-

tion form.   These forms are the exact forms downloaded from the 

CMS (HCFA)  website.   This program ensures you are working with 

the exact forms intended by CMS and it allows for instant updating 

of  the system when new versions are released. 

 

    Both versions of the MDS imput programs offer instant comple-

tion checks and transmission file creation.  Printing options are as 

easy as a click of  the Print button and are very fast and direct to any 

printer. 
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Figure 4.  Working RAPs 

 

     RAPs can be worked in groups with a myriad of  information  

on the resident at your finger tips, and viewed  in  the margins of  

the 

screen, or just an instant click away.    Figure 4 shows the grouping 

of RAPs according to the wishes of  the user.   It also allows for  

free text typing of  information in the three RAP areas, and/or the 

automated assembly of  very individualized information base on 

the residents two hundred item profile. 

 

    Many RAP formats are available.  You can print Rap Keys, Rap 

Modules, Active System RAPs,  or set your system to print any-

where on the page of  RAPs provided by another source, or 

scanned into the Active System. 

 

Figure 5.  Profile Care Planning 

 

    Profile Care Planning is unique to the Active System.  It is basi-

cally a very elaborate desktop or workshop to greatly facilitate the 

development of  a very individualized and detailed care plan for each 

resident.   The program instantly assembles a marked profile for the 

resident and searches the database for assessment and care plan ma-

terial that matches the exact profile for the resident and offers plausi-

ble 

notes and care plans for the resident.   The profile is very detailed 

and included up to 200 pieced of clinical information about  resident.   

The system also allows you to create templates that match the profile 

as you work.   These templates would then be available to all other 

residents in the system and to all other users. 

 

   All input from the profile is displayed on the screen for instant 

review, editing and printing. 
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printing select menus and meal cards.    To change a line in the Diet 

List, you must first press enter to open the line. 

 

Fig 16.  Diet List- Press Enter to Open the Line to change the list. 

Fig 15.  Copy Options Screen from the Edit Menu Screen 

Active Healthcare Professionals Group, LLC  www.ahpg.net 



   Menu management in the Active system involves four different areas. 
 

 1.  Spread Sheets 

 2.  Display Menus - Daily and Week at a Glance 

 3.  Recipes 

 4.  Select Menus and Meal Cards 
 

The spread sheets are by far the most complex and time consuming areas 

of menu management.   Without the Active System, facilities are forced 

to  

lock into pre-set menus and change menus only once or twice a year.  

With the Active System, you can easily change the menus on a day to 

day basis in order to meet all the changing demands and desires of your  

residents and family members.   The Active System has the capability of 

automatically spreading the Regular Diet Menu Item across all the spe-

cial  

diets while substituting appropriate alternate menu items as needed. 

This process is done instantaneously and accurately.  The system is com-

pletely user-definable and can be adjusted and added to as needed. 
 

I.  Spread Sheet Management 
    There are 999 days of menus in the Active System.  These menus are  

organized into menu cycles usually starting at Day1 or Day 51 as you go 

from Menu Days 1 to 999.   To get to the menu program, load the  

Active System by clicking the icon on the desktop.  Then make sure 

the Diet Tab is selected.    Then click on Menu in the second column of 

command buttons.  The following screen appears. 

added to offer more selections.  These standard selections are copied to 

the other days of the menu using the copy options from the Edit menu  

screen.   Finally, a full Select Menu option is available where several  

appetizers, entrees, starches, vegetables, and  desserts can be offered. 

 

When you are working with Meal Cards, Pseudo Select, or Select menus, 

it is imperative that the diets in your diet list refer to the proper columns in 

your spread sheets.  In other words, if the NCS diet is the fourth column 

in your Set 1 spread sheets then, the NCS diet in your diet list must have 

a 1 and a 4 in its  last two columns in the Diet list.   The Diet List is  

accessed from the Copy Button in the Upper Left of the Edit Menu Screen. 

From the Copy Screen, you will see a Diet List button.  Click this button 

and you will be presented with the list of diets.  There is usually no need to 

access this list, but if the menu items on your select menus are not match-

ing 

up to the categories, or if  entire selections such as all desserts are missing,  

then, the columns of your spread sheets are probably not matching up to 

the Set and Column numbers on the diet list.  These numbers are in the 

1 digit columns at the very end of the line on the Diet List.  These numbers 

refer to the Set Number and Column Number the Diet is referenced to for 
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Fig. 1   The Menu Program 

Fig 14.  Select Menu Option in the Tray Card Program 



To print the cook book for a given set of menu days, check the  

Menu Days checkbox and the top center of the screen.  Then input 

the beginning and ending days of the menus you want the cook book for. 

Then click print.   The program will print all the recipes on the first two 

sets of spread sheets for each menu day.  Only those menu items that 

have recipe numbers associated with them (see the Recipe Column of 

the Menu Item Sheet in Fig 12.) will print.  Each recipe will be labeled  

with the Menu Day and Meal it is associated with. 

  

IV.  Select Menus and Meal Cards 
There are three options in the Tray Card Program that involve placing 

the menu on the tray card.  These are Meal Cards where the house menu 

items are listed on the tray card.    Then there is the Pseudo Select Menu 

option which offers a select menu by placing the alternate entree with the 

house entree as a selection.    The alternate vegetable is placed with the 

house vegetable.  Then, other standard desserts and beverages are 

 

The initial menu screen is a preview representation of the spread sheet for 

the selected menu day.   The actual menu file can be viewed by right  

clicking the purple Edit Menu button.   Figure 2 shows this screen. 

Changes can be made from either the Preview Menu Screen (Fig. 1)  or the 

Edit Menu Screen.   However, the Edit Menu Screen contains more options 

since it is working with the actual menu file.   For example, you will notice 

that the Edit Menu Screen gives you access to the Index of Menus.  This is 

a listing of all the Cycle Menus on the system with a brief description of 

the 

menu and the Menu Days where 

the Cycle Menu starts and ends. 

Click the Orange Index Button 

at the top/middle of the screen. 

This listing can be edited by  

clicking any line and typing 

new 

information or typing over old 

information.  Click Exit and 

your changes will be saved 9 2 

Fig. 2   The Edit Menu Screen 

Fig. 3. Menu Index 

Fig. 13  Recipe 



Changing a menu item on the spread sheet can be done from either the 

preview menu screen (Fig 4.) or the edit menu screen.   When you click 

on a menu item on the preview screen, a set of  two slots and three but-

tons opens up with the current menu item in the upper slot.   The idea is 

to 

type in the first three or four letters of the menu item you want and keep 

hitting enter until the menu item you want appears in the second box  

below the first box.  You can also scroll through the drop down list from 

the second box and click on the menu item you want.   Once the menu 

item you want is listed in the top box, then click the F1-Spread button 

or just press F1.   Then the menu item spreads across all the diets with 

appropriate substitutions made where needed.   This is like having a 

Registered Dietitian looking over your shoulder and telling you which 

diets get which menu items and what to substitute as needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to space out any part of the previous menu item in the top 

(yellow) slot before pressing enter to start the search for the partial 

menu item name you have typed in.  (See Fig. 5) 

 

 

III.  Recipes for Your Menus 
   Each menu item on your menus can be associated with a recipe in the  

Menu Item List.   If you go to the Edit Menu Screen, you will see the  

category column to the left.  Each menu item on the menu has a menu item 

number (MI#) to the left of it.  This number is referring to the Menu Item 

List line number.   The Menu Item List is the same as the category in the 

category column to the far left of the menu item. 

If a menu item does not have a recipe assigned or associated to it, then you 

can use the orange listing of recipes and the search box above it to find 

a recipe for it.  Then type the number in the recipe column on the same line 

as the menu item you are assigning it to.   If there is no recipe, or compara-

ble recipe, you can add recipes from scratch by going to the recipe pro-

gram. From the Roster screen, click Recipes.  This is the button to the left 

of the Menu Button.   From this program, you can add new recipes,  scan in  

recipes and copy recipes from the internet to text files.   This is also  

where you print a cook book for your menu.  This is a printing of all the 

recipes for designated days of  any cycle menu, and the recipes are labeled 

with the Menu Day Number and the Meal they are to be used for.   

See Figure 13 on the next page. 
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Fig 4.  Click Preview Menu Screen Item to Change Spread Sheet 

Fig 12.   Menu Item Lists and Associated Recipes 



There are two versions of each display menu, the Resident Version and 

the Staff version.   The Staff Version adds any items typed into the 

small box at the bottom of the menu.   This is to provide you with the 

ability to offer chef salads, hamburger platters, submarine sandwiches, 

etc  on a daily basis for the staff.    

 

   In order to print the Daily Menus, you just need to be displaying the 

menu on the screen and then indicate which days you want to print 

in the boxes after the green Print button.  Then click Print. 

 

You can print the Week At a Glance  Display Menu by Checking the 

pink Week at a Glance Check box, and then indicating which days you 

want to print after the print button.  By default, the system prints the 

week at a glance for the Regular Diet.   However, you can RIGHT click 

the Edit Menu button and go into the Edit Menu Screen to change the 

Diet for which the Week at a Glance prints.   This is very useful when 

you get a strange diet ordered.   You can print a week at a glance for  

that diet, rather than having to print out a whole new set of spread sheet. 

Note: You Cannot View the Week at a Glance.  This is assembled 

          from the various menu days as it is printed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 You can also change the  

spread sheets from the Edit 

Menu Screen as shown to the 

left.    
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Fig 5.  Partial Name of  Menu Item to Search For with Old Name Spaced Out 

Fig 6.  Baked Ham Successfully Changed to Fried Chicken Livers 

Fig 7. Changing from the Edit Menu Screen 

Fig 11.  Changing the Diet Column Used to Print the Week at a Glance 



It is necessary to make all changes from the Regular Diet Column from 

either the Preview Menu Screen or the Edit Menu Screen.  Once you  

press F1 or click Spread, the Menu Item is spread across all diets on all 

sets of the menu.    You can have three sets of  Diets (Columns on the 

Spread) sheet per day of the menu.   This allows you to have up to  

21 Diets Columns on your spread sheet.   When you spread a menu item 

from the Regular Diet column, it spreads to all available Diet Columns in  

All Three Sets of the Spread sheet.   To view the different Diet Sets, click 

the Orange Set1, Set2, or Set3 buttons in the Top Center of the Preview 

menu screen, or click the Up/Down Arrow after Set in the Edit Menu  

Screen.    When you are Printing your spread sheets, you can tell the 

computer to Print Up to a Certain Set Number by typing a 1, 2, or 3 in  

the third box after the print button. 

 

Note in Figure 8 that the Start Day of  the Menu has to be set to the begin-

ning menu day number of the cycle in order for the computer to know how 

to count up the weeks and days of the week.  As show in Figure 8, this 

value is 901 for the menu cycle 901 to 928. 

 

Also Note in Figure 9 that the Title of the Menu has been separated from 

the  

name of the Facility.  In other words, you change the title of the menu  

in the slot indicated, rather than having to have the title of the Menu to 

be the same as the facility name.   This allows you to be more descriptive 

in  

the title of the menu, such as Fall/Winter Menu, etc. 

  

   Your menus can have various banners, borders and watermarks to make 

them look fancier and to celebrate various occasions through out the year. 

Figure 9 shows where you change these.   Just click the arrow keys up  

or down to scroll through the various options.  There are 16 different  

banners,  44 different borders and 140 different watermarks to choose 

from.   
 

II.  Display Menus 
The Up/Down arrow key next to Daily Menu is for changing the 

Spread Sheet menu to the Daily Brk, Lch,  or Supper Display menus. 

There is also a Staff Menu Display Version.   You can rotate through  

the vari- ous Dis-

play Menus by 

clicking the Up 

Arrow. 
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Fig 8.  Viewing Different Sets and Printing To Set # 1, 2 or 3 

Fig 9. Changing Title, View Day, Watermark, Banner..... 

Fig 10.  Daily Display Menu showing  Banner, Border & Watermark 



 

Nutrition Management Program 

The  
Active System 

The Active System  www..ahpg.net 



Overview and Philosophy: 
 

 This Nutrition Management Program (NMP) has been devel-

oped over the past 15 years in a wide variety of  nursing home set-

tings.   During this time, we have determined the most effective and 

efficient ways to address and monitor the nutritional concerns for 

your  

residents.   The Active System is an integral part of making your 

NMP program successful, as well as customizing it to your needs and 

unique staffing pattern.  The following areas are thoroughly and 

completely addressed by The Active System in the most efficient 

means 

necessary to effectively ADDRESS, IMPLEMENT, DOCUMENT 

AND FOLLOW-UP on all details and recommendations related to 

the nutritional care of your residents. 

    � Meal Consumption 

    � Calorie Counts 

    � Weights – Weekly, Monthly 

and Combination 

    � Weight Variance Analysis 

    � NMP Meeting Minutes 

    � Individual Medical Charting 

    � Detailed Trend Analysis 

    � Supplement Usage and Effec-

tiveness 

    � Care Plan Updating 

    � Remote Monitoring of  Compli-

ance 

    � Combining with Other Risks 

         

 Skin 

         

 Falls 

         

 Restraints 

         

 Infections 

 

Conclusion: 
    

    The Active System offers a very streamlined approach to the Nutrition 

Management role of  any Nursing Home.  It is an efficient, effective and 

comprehensive approach.   The system establishes a "safety net" under all 

your residents and prevents anyone from "falling through the cracks".  The 

system will effectively document all your nutritional care efforts and protect 

you and your facility from litigation and citations.  This can all be done 

better and faster with The Active System. 
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Weight Variance Report: 
It is useful to be able to print out a summary of all significant weight  

changes for Quality Assurance functions within the facility.  This can  

also be used for a quick assessment of which residents are currently  

losing weight.   Again, this is not the recommended list of residents you 

should limit your NMP Meeting discussion to.  Instead, these would be 

the residents to be discussed at a monthly or quarterly QA meeting.   

However, some Dietary Managers are now running this printout  

every time weights are put into the system in order to keep their thumb 

on the pulse of the resident population.  To print the report, simply click 

the Wgt Var button at the top of the roster screen. 

   

Note: Inaccurate weights can be excluded from the system by placing  

an "/" at the end of the line where the weight is recorded on the cardex. 

If you place a "//" here, this will exclude the weight and all weights above 

it from consideration in the assembly of the report.  Realize, however, that 

the weights above the "//" will be considered when analyzing weights  

belowthe "//".   This may seem complicated, but the intention is to allow 

you to manually exclude residents from the report based on professional  

judgement.   Of course, this can all be monitored remotely and should be 

used responsibly. 

 

     

will be able to dedicate to the actual care of  your residents. 

  In addition, the system will provide you and the facility with  

dramatically more documentation to verify ALL that you have 

done for  your residents.   The Active System protects against 

litigation and citations by giving your staff the capability to 

improve the quality of  care and document every detail of  

that care without increasing the work load. 

 

 The more you and your staff uses The Active System, the 

more time you save, and easier it is to determine what has been done, 

what has been documented and which residents remain at risk.  The 

key factors which make The Active System unique and productive are 

listed below. 

 

  � Ease of Use 

  � High Speed 

  � Your Anticipated Needs 

  � Clinical Layout 

  � Complete Integration with ALL Disci-

plines 
 

The entire system has been developed in the field, implemented in 

the field and used by the developers in the field over many years. 

Consider the system fully developed by Staff Nurses, Nursing 

Assistants, Therapists, Dietitians, Dietary Managers, Social 

Service Directors, Activity Directors, DON’s and ADON’s.  

The system is under continuous development to accommodate 

ALL needs and ways of doing things.  Additionally, you can 

pick and choose how and which options you want to implement 

without sacrificing the benefits of one option versus another. 

In other words, there is little or no front loading of data before 

you can gain time savings from the system.  You also do not 

necessarily have to maintain all parts of the system in order to 

continue to gain benefit from the portions you are maintaining. 

 The entire system has been designed to be used and/or moni-
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Facilities from one location, or having each facility transmit update Data 

packages to one computer.  Corporate consultants can then obtain detailed 

information and summary reports from each facility which can tell them 

exactly what is happening at each facility and what documentation is in place 

for any incident or situation.  The System allows your corporate consultants 

to do in thirty minutes what would normally require a three to five day visit 

to a facility.  What is usually done once a month or once a quarter, can now be 

done on a weekly basis, and in much greater detail. 
 

Meal Consumption  
  

 Monitoring the meal consumption for your residents is the first line of 

defense for identifying residents at risk for weight loss.  The Active System 

provides a very quick and easy way to input meal comsumption information 

into the sytstem for immediate use and evaluation by the entire Health Care 

Team.   The figure below shows the screen that is used to input meal 

consumption information.  It is quick and easy.  Any staff member,  

regardless of computer knowledge, can input this information.  Barcoding 

of  Tray Tickets is also available to make input even easier and faster.  Once 

you train your CNA’s to input this information, the system becomes self 

perpetuating.  New staff members are indoctrinated into the use of  the 

computer without any difficulty.  This is because the system is extremely 

easy to use.  The ideal is to use The Active System to collect the meal 

comsumption data, and then let the system take the information and present 

 it to your staff during meetings and while doing assessments.  This can be  

done on computers at the nursing station, or tray tickets could be brought to 

a central computer for quick input into the system. 
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Discharge Summary 



Nutrition Management Summaries are historical.  They will show 

the comments and recommendations for the past 90 to 180 days 

for a resident in the Nutrition Management Program.   They will 

show your comprehensive care, follow-up and a complete  

chronological record of your interventions.   If you hold weekly 

NMP meetings using The Active System, you will have a complete 

record of your care for your residents and your staff will be able to 

accomplish this in far less time and much more consistently than if it 

were done by hand.  Used consistently, The Active System will pro-

tect the staff and facility from law suits and citations.  Your staff 

turnover will decrease because your staff will be happier.  They will 

be able to get their work done on time and they will be able to ad-

dress all 

resident at risk issues completely and accurately.   They will be able 

to do all this and get home on time and with the piece of mind that 

everything is covered.  It is consistent, timely and documented. 

The system automatically monitors the meal consumption input for "holes" 

and for consistently poor intake.  Residents with 4 or more meals in a row 

of poor intake are automatically placed in the NMP program.   This can 

be adjusted for the overall population of residents, as well as for individual 

residents who normally eat less than 50%  at certain meals.  The adjustment 

is maintained at a Nursing Administration level.   Once inputted, the meal 

consumption information is readily available to all your staff at all times.  

Your staff will spend less time inputting this information than  recording it 

manually and up to date copies of  this information will be limited only by 

the number of computers connected to the network.   No longer will there be 

only one copy of the meal consumption floating about the facility that has to 

be "TRACKED DOWN".  One additional advantage to inputting meal  

consumption information into The Active System is that recording 

compliance can be monitored automatically!   You can instantly find out 

who has recorded their information and who has not, or which residents 

did or did not eat well. 

 If you do not have the computers to directly input meal consumption 

into The Active System, you can print a variety of meal consumption sheets 

from the system to facilitate the manual collection of this information.  

There are several advantages to printing these sheets. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

   1.  The Meal Consumption Sheets are automatically 

    updated with the current resident census. 

   2.  The Current Diet Order is printed below each 

resident. 

   3. The Sheets can be printed by Nursing Station, or 

by 

    Dining Location 

   4. You can use the sheets to quickly input the Meal  

    Consumption information into The Active Sys-

tem for select 

     residents as desired. 
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Nutrition Management Summary: 



Calorie Count 
    Meal Consumption information is very important and useful if it is 

timely and accurate.  The Active System gives you the means and the 

tools necessary to make accurate and timely meal consumption 

records a reality, while saving your staff time.   This can be taken one 

step further by having The Active System to automatically do calorie 

counts on all residents for any or all meals without any additional 

work for your staff.  No longer are calorie counts an arduous task for 

nursing and dietary, and no longer are you setting yourself up for 

citations if ordered calorie counts are not completed.   Since The Ac-

tive System is fully integrated with Dietary Operations, the system 

has the actual menu and nutritional analysis of the menu available to 

it.  Therefore, calorie counts simply need to be printed out for what-

ever day you want.  Meal consumption information will be used to  

Insert the percentages for each food, or you can input more specific 

percentages for each food eaten by the resident.   Again, you have the  

choice to be as detailed as you want. 
 

    Figure 3.  Calorie Counts are “NO PROBLEM” with The Active System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The 

Active System provides your staff with a solid foundation for the Nutri-

tional Management of all your residents.  Instead of guessing, your 

staff will have concrete documentation on the latest appetite 

figures for all your residents, as well as a running history of detailed 

information to use in their monitoring and documentation efforts. 

 

Nutrition Management Summaries: 
Individual resident summaries of all the discussion, comments, 

recommendations, interventions and follow-up can be printed for each 

resident on the Nutrition Management program.  Simply click Assessment 

from the roster screen and input NMP in the Discipline box.  You can 

input a range of dates and if a resident has an NMP comment within 

the range of the dates you specify.   The questions remains as to how 

often do you print them.  You can print them each week and replace the 

old one in the chart each week and leave the last one for the month in the 

chart.  You see, the summaries are cumulative, and you still have the 

previous weeks comments on the current summary.    You could print them 

out monthly, or quarterly.  If  you do this, you risk not getting some 

comments and interventions in for residents who are discharged from the 

facility.     This can be addressed by printing a comprehensive Discharge 

Summary from the Active System.  This is a good idea regardless.  The  

Discharge Summary includes ALL the comments for the resident.   This en-

sures that all the documentation of your care gets into the resident's medical 

record. 
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Modern Art Version of the Weight Graph 



Weights 
 
    The current weight and the weight history of every resident in your 

facility has become very, very important to the overall care of your 

residents and for your protection against litigation.  The Active System 

starts by making it very fast and easy to put in weights for all of your 

residents.  You can input the monthly weights for all residents inside 

of fifteen minutes for 120 residents.  With this will come automatic 

calculation of weight variances for 30, 90 & 180 days. Additionally, 

if there is any significant changes for any of these time periods, the 

weight is immediately flagged right beside the weight and the 

resident is automatically enrolled in the weekly nutrition management 

program.  In other words, the computer immediately tells you if a 

reweight is needed and/or if weekly weights are now required.  The  

power of this system should not be under estimated. The Nutrition 

Management Program is implemented almost automatically.  All you 

need to do is input weights and hold weekly NMP meetings to discuss the 

findings and decide on interventions.  Since The Active System is fully 

integrated with Dietary, Nursing, Social Services, Activities, Speech 

Therapy, and Occupational Therapy, interventions can be processed 

automatically also.  What’s more, documentation for all this activity is 

facilitated by The Active System and is therefore very detailed, 

comprehensive and completed DURING the MEETING.  Input of 

weights is so fast, we usually input them while we are documenting the 

rest of the meeting minutes and this input NEVER SLOWS DOWN the 

progress of  the meeting.   So, if you want a complete history of weights 

for each individual resident that can be utilized in a multitude of 

assessments and reports, and you want those weights managed consistently 

and appropriately, and you want all monitoring and interventions fully 

documented, and you want to be able to verify this for each and 

every resident within minutes from any computer or from a remote 

computer in another state, and you want all discussion documented 

in each individual resident's medical chart, then The Active System is 

the system that you need.  You will be, essentially, building a safety 

net under all your residents.  Using The Active System means that ALL 

of your residents receive ALL the attention they need to maximize the 

quality of their lives.  
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Weight Graph With Symbols 

Weight Graph  



  You will also be able to prove that you cared for each resident and will be able to rest as-

sured that all issues have been fully addressed and appropriately documented in the 

individual medical charts.  You no longer have to rely on hoping that everyone has done 

everything necessary.  You will be able to instantly check it yourself.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Who is enrolled in the System:   The System automatically enrolls New Admissions and 

residents with significant weight changes in accordance with the rules of the MDS for sig-

nificance.  Residents with consistently poor appetites are also enrolled automatically if meal 

consumption information is being inputed.     The computer keeps the weekly weight list.   

You can control who is reviewed each week instead of the staff doing this function.   If the 

staff does it, the tendency is to minimize the number of residents on the list.   Instead, Op-

tima Solutions streamlines the meeting, so the number on the list is not an issue.   It is up to 

the interdisciplinary team members at the meeting to decide who comes off the list.   The 

Computer decides who goes on the list.    Of course, the staff can very easily add any resi-

dent to the list by going to their admission screen and placing an A or and L in the NMP 

box.   

 

You can control who appears on the list of weights by typing letters in the 

box to the right of  NMP.   If a resident has one of these letters in his or  

her NMP box (on the admission screen for the resident), they will appear 

on the list.  To discharge someone form the meeting, you can simply go to  

their admission screen and delete the letter(s) from their box.  On the  

Weight List printing program (click Wgt Lists from the Roster Screen) 

you can delete all letters from the NMP box and ALL residents will  

print on the list.  This is useful for recording monthly weights. 

 

You can also get a series of  weight graphs for each resident by clicking 

Wt Graph at the top of the roster screen.  You can get a graph of weights 

and the same graph with symbols in the back ground to indicate whether 

the resident is confused, fed by staff and/or has skin breakdown.  In other 

words, you can get a picture of the resident from a nutritional risk  

standpoint.   You can print the weight graph as labeled or unlabeled.  The 

unlabeled version looks like a  piece of  modern art.  This artwork can be 

displayed to alert the staff while still protecting the dignity of the resident. 
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Weekly Combo Weight Sheet.  Weekly and  Monthly 



documenting and effectively dealing with inaccurate weights.  You can 

record the weight, call for a reweight (just type in "r") during the 

meeting and then input the requested reweight into the system.  Realize the  

system counts back days when calculating percentages, so inaccurate 

weights will not effect the overall percentage calculations.  The system will 

know that it is an inaccurate weight.   The only way the inaccurate weight 

will be used in a calculation is when the date assigned to the weight is 

exactly 30, 90, or 180 days from the current inputted weight for the  

resident. This can be easily addressed by moving the date of  a weight up 

by one day, but this in only necessary in very rare instances.    In the mean 

time, you can freely record the reality of what is going on and fully 

document how you and your staff addressed the inaccurate weight.  Of  

course, you could be employed by the facility that has no inaccurate weights. 

       Weekly Weight List with Previous Weights and Dates: 

Conducting the NMP Meeting 
 

    This is where the Active System really shines.   The process of conducting 

this meeting has been fully streamlined.   A person without fast typing skills 

can fully document the meeting discussion and generate fax recommenda-

tions for all interventions and print a complete set of meeting minutes.   Addi-

tionally, individual resident nutrition summaries can be printed as often as 

you want, and they can be placed in the individual resident's medical charts.   
 

1.  Start the meeting by setting the system Discipline to NMP and the  

weight date to the date the weekly weights were taken.  This is done by press-

ing Ctrl-S from the roster screen. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Hilite the first resi-

dent on the weekly 

weight list.  It is helpful to have 

another person with the weekly weight list and have that person read off the 

name of the resident and their current weight.   The computer user then starts 

typing the first three or four letters of the residents name and the hilite bar 

jumps to the first match on the roster.  Keep pressing the "=" key to jump to 

the next match until the resident you want is hilited.   Then press F2 or click 

Weights at the top of the screen.    The system automatically goes to the next 

blank on the resident's weight list and puts the Weight Date in for you and  

you just type in the weight and press enter.  You immediately have the weight 

change calculated along with the percent change over 30, 90 and 180 days.  

If there is a 5% weight loss in 30 days, the weight is flagged with a "*".  If 

there is a 7.5% loss in 90 days, it is flagged with a "#".   If there is a 10%  

loss in 180 days, it is flagged with a "<".   +, @, and > are for gains. 
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Weekly Weight Record.  No Previous Weights: 



3.  Press F7, or click Comments at the top of the screen and you are  

taken to the resident's comment section.  Each resident can have up to 830 

lines of comments.   This is enough cor 14 type written pages for each 

resident.    You have room for a small book for each resident, and this is 

just for dietary.   You have 13 other disciplines (CDM, Nursing, SS, Act, 

Rehab MD, Audit, PT,OT,ST,1rst, 2nd, 3rd Shift) and each has 830 lines. 

"F7 Comment"  Screen 

The system shows you all the previous comments along with an information  

box that contains pertinent information on the resident for making informed  

decisions.   You type the comments you want to record in the white box and 

then press Esc and you are placed back on the roster, ready for the next 

resident.    The key to the system is getting the comments in without having 

to type a great deal.   This is handled with standard comments that are  

integrated with the information on the resident cardex.  For example, you 

can put a c in the white box and press enter and a line appears that 

discussed the weight change from the previous weight.  ie.  1.2 lb gain.    

Type an "m" and press enter and you get a line stating you will monitor and 

encourage the resident.  A "t" produces a line stating the resident is 

tolerating his or her tube feeding.  An "e" produces a line about 

encouraging meals and supplements.   These lines are fully customizable 

by clicking the yellow NMP Comments button.   Notice the user makes a 

conscious decision to put each line in the box and this assures 

appropriateness of the comment while reducing typing to a bare minimum.    

Maintaining the Weekly Weight List: 
 

   If  you let the staff maintain the weekly weight list, you can count on the 

list being very small and only containing residents who have presently lost 

weight.  This greatly increases the chances of  residents "falling through 

the cracks" as well as eliminating the possibility of a proactive approach 

to resident care.  In other words, if you only discuss residents who have 

lost weight, you are by definition reactive, not proactive.  You are also 

counting on the human element to consistently and accurately review all 

weights every week and not make any errors determining who should be  

discussed.  You also have no way of  knowing when, or why someone was 

dropped from the list.   You also get NO CREDIT for the nutritional  

care you are providing and the successes you have accomplished.  Residents 

stop loosing weight and start eating better and you only have a monthly 

weight to show for it.  Why not discuss your successes and DOCUMENT 

your SUCCESSES. 
     

     Instead, the computer should be assigned the task of  keeping the weight 

list.  It is true that the list tends to be longer, but it can be shortened, and it 

will be shortened in a methodical and DOCUMENTED way.   Part of  any 

discussion about each resident in the meeting should be whether you will  

continue to monitor the resident.   If the team decides to discontinue weekly 

weights, the user simply types a "d" in the comment box and a line is 

generated about discharging the resident from the NMP meeting and the 

system automatically clears out that resident's NMP box to make sure 

they do not appear on the weekly weigh list.  NOW you have 

documentation on when  and why the resident was discharged from the 

NMP program. 
 

    A wide variety of weekly weight lists can be printed from The 

Active System.   It is a matter of  preference and/or your  

current emphasis.   You can print weights with a date beside each one 

and leave the last column for the current weight  to be recorded.  You can 

print a weight record without any previous weights on it if you are 

concerned about "weight fudging", or you can print a combo weight list 

that prints four weights for each month.  This is a combination of weekly 

and monthly weights. 
 

 Note: If you input all weights into The Active System and conduct 

NMP meetings on the system, you have a very effective means of 
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The Standard NMP Comments can be adjusted by the Supervisory and/or 

Corporate staff to emphasize certain points, or to include certain key 

phrases that will enhance documentation from a risk management  

standpoint, or from a regulatory standpoint. Also notice the Email button 

at the top of the screen.  The minutes can be immediately emailed  

anywhere.   You can easily monitor the fact that the meeting was held, as 

well as review the actual discussion. 

 

Fax Recommendations: 
 

A fax recommendation is a recommendation made by the Staff in the 

NMP Meeting that needs to be faxed to the physician.  The sample fax 

shown below indicates the comprehensive information that is presented 

to the physician to allow an informed decision to be made.   

Key Point: These detailed fax recommendations also serve as a  

documentation tool.   Since they are so detailed, they actually serve to 

document weights, labs, meal consumption, comments and discussion as 

well as the actual recommendation.  If you fax the recommendation and 

then place the fax in the physician's order section of the resident's medical 

chart, then all the information on the fax becomes a part of the medical 

record.  It documents the communication to the physician, as well as all the 

comments and clinical data on the fax.  It all becomes part of the medical 

record. 
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You can easily select standard comments from the list by inputting one or 

two letters, or you can free text type in comments or a combination of both 

To make a fax recommendation for an intervention, you simply put an 

Rec: in front of the comment line.  Then you can click fax at the top of the 

screen and print a fax recommendation instantly.  You can also print these 

out at the end of the meeting in conjunction with the minutes of the meet-

ing. 

 

Key Points:  You are working on the same system that Dietary is using to 

print Tray Cards and Nourishment Labels.  Not only do you know exactly 

what Dietary is providing the resident, you can change, add to, or take  

away anything the team decides on and it is implemented immediately.  

There is no waiting or remember to tell Dietary, or changing this card or 

that card or that label.   You simply press F9 or go to the admission screen 

of the resident and change it right there.  

 

You also have a complete record of what you have done for that resident  

during past meetings and the complete discussion of past meeting.  There  

is no guessing or trying  to remember what you have already done. 



The standard NMP comments are not really standard.  There is a slight 

variation in how each comment is stated each time you select it.  The 

meaning is not changed, but the wording is slightly different.   This  

imitates reality and avoids monotony in the documentation. 
 

   Another Key Point is the fact that there is no guessing during the 

meeting.  Your staff will become immediately accustomed to having ALL 

the information they need to make an informed decision on what needs 

to be done for each resident.   You will not have to recall from memory, 

or print recent copies of all the diet cards, or nourishment labels, or 

meal consumption, or minutes from past meetings etc.    All this 

information will be at your finger tips.  You will not waste any time 

trying to remember or figure things out.   Instead, you will discuss 

different possible interventions and decide as a team what you will do for 

each resident.  These decisions will be more effective in caring for the 

resident and these interventions will be fully documented and implemented 

before you move on to the next resident on the weekly weight list. 
 

   The Active System offers a very efficient and methodical approach to 

Nutrition Management.  If your staff follows The Active System 

approach, residents will not "fall through the cracks" and all your 

interventions will be TIMELY.   You will have a week by week 

description of what you did for every resident at risk and what the results 

were.  This documentation is invaluable in a court of law and during 

survey.   It can be placed in each individual resident's chart and/or 

summarized in a weekly NMP minutes report.  The information is 

available on any computer on the network, so it  can be used for 

assessments by all disciplines, MDS's, RAPs and Care Plans.   All 

information will match and it will be exactly what is happening in the 

Kitchen because that is where the intervention was implemented because 

the Kitchen is operating off the SAME  DATABASE. The potential  

here is enormous.  Image if your staff used the system from the  

"back end to the front".   In other words, train the Dietary, Nursing, 

CNA, Activities, and Social Service staff to input incidental comments 

into the F7 Comment section for all the incidental things they do for the 

resident or observe about the resident.   These comments would be 

collected for each resident and displayed for review during the NMP 

meeting.   Not only would the Nursing Home get credit for all the small 

things they do for all the residents, these comments would generate more 

individual discussion in the NMP meeting and make the meeting and the 

documentation more effective. 

 

 

NMP Meeting Minutes 
 

   The Active System generates minutes for the NMP meeting automati-

cally. The minutes are assembled from the individual resident comment files 

and summarized along with pertinent clinical information about each 

resident.   This is a good summary report that should be stored in a separate 

binder for future reference.   Note, however that this does not cover you, 

or the facility from a legal or regulatory standpoint.   In other words,  

you cannot just print out the minutes.   See the Nutrition Summaries  

Section (pg. 19) for covering yourself and the facility from these stand-

points.  To Print the NMP Meeting Minutes, click NMP Meeting at the top 

of the Roster Screen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that you can select which Nursing Units to summarize.  If you check  

with faxes, then any fax recommendations made during the meeting 

(Comments with Rec: in front of them) will be printed out for the  

individual resident(s) to be faxed to the physician.    You can combine 

the meeting minutes with comments from other disciplines by putting the 

different discipline abbreviation after the Discipline Label.   

 

Key Point:  You have a great deal of control, and/or guidance you can 

offer staff members regarding the content of the minutes generated by this 

meeting and consequently the individual Nutrition Management Summaries. 
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    The starting point for any cost control effort in the Dietary Department 

is the Menu.   The Active System allows you to easily cost your menus 

and to adjust them initially to meet your budget requirements, and to 

adjust the menus dynamically, or on the fly, whenever you need to.   

Extenuating circumstances such as vendor outages, price variations, 

resident requests and observations often create a need to adjust your 

menus.  With the Active System, this is very easy and comprehensive.   

The Dietary manager need only to select the menu item they want and 

then  press F1 to spread the menu item with appropriate substitutions  

across all the diets.  It's like having a Registered Dietitian looking over 

your shoulder and tell you what to put in each diet column. 
 

 Figure 1.  Changing the Menu 

 

  As shown in Figure 1,  you simply click the menu item you want to 

change and then select the new menu item from the drop down box. 

There are several hundred selections for each menu category.  Therefore, 

you can type part of the name of the item you want in the yellow box 

(type over the current menu item) and then press enter and the first  

matched item appears in the blue slot below it.   Keep pressing enter 

 

 

   The Cost report is central to the Active System Cost Control program.  

The Active System pull information from the spend down sheets, order 

guides, meal counts and the budget sheets on order to complete the weekly 

cost report.   This report can then be printed, faxed, emailed, and/or Up 

Loaded to a secure web page for monitoring, reviewing and coaching. 

Figure 12 shows the Budget Report, which is very detailed and can be 

filled out from a central location and downloaded to each individual facil-

ity for use through out  the year. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

     

   Figure 12.  Active System Budget Report 

 

      The Active System offers control and efficient monitoring of every  

aspect of  Dietary Spending.   If you want to stay within budget, or make 

sure others stay within budget, the Active System offers you the tools 

you need to effective accomplish this important goal. 
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This affords you the opportunity to easily stay on top of all spending in 

all Dietary Departments, and to offer specific "coaching" to ensure that 

each and every facility stays within budget each and every month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                     Figure 10.   Active System Meal Counting Program 

 

With the Active System, counting meals is simply a click of a button. 

Click Spend Down from the roster, then Meals and then click the meal 

you want to count.   The Active System instantly counts all residents 

on p.o. diets and places the count in the proper box on the form.  You 

obtain a running tally of revenue (credit) and an estimated PPD so far for 

the month.   These meal counts are then used by the Cost Report to  

calculate an actual PPD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Figure 11. Cost Report 

until the item you want appears in the blue slot.   Then press F1 or click  

the F1-Spread button.  Presto!  the Active System puts the selected item 

in all the columns where that item is appropriate for the diet and makes 

appropriate substitutions in the other diet columns. 

 

    Being able to adjust the menu quickly and effectively is a very valuable 

tool for controlling costs, and maintaining high levels of food satisfaction.  

However,  you need to cost out the entire menu in advance in order to 

make sure you can remain in budget month after month.   Costing out the 

entire menu can be very tedious.   Then, what do you do after adjusting the 

menu.  You need to re-cost it !   Fortunately, the Active System allows you 

to easily cost out entire menus in seconds.   The system stores the cost of 

each menu item in the library of menu items.  Therefore, adjusting the 

menus does not make it any more difficult to obtain cost information on the 

new menu. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
             Figure 2.  Menu Item Lists -  Right Click Edit Menu.  Then click Lists 
 

    Notice the Cost Column on the far right.  To input the cost of a  

menu item, you simply click the column on the line of the menu item 

you want, and type in the cost.    Note the orange box is a listing of the 

Active System Recipes.   Recipes can be constructed with inventory items 

as ingredients and then cost is calculated from the cost of the inventory  

items, or you can just input the cost directly. 
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   From the cost of each menu item, the Active System instantly  

calculates the cost of your menus.  Simply click the COST button in 

the upper left hand corner of the Edit Menu Screen.   You will see a 

Cost column appear on the screen with the cost of each menu item on  

the menu and the total for the day at the bottom of the menu.  The  

Active System Costs Out ALL Diet Columns on the Spread Sheet. 

While the Cost Mode is selected, you can print the menus with the 

Cost information on them.   To leave the Cost Mode, click the Cost 

button again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.  Top and Bottom of a Cost Menu 
 

    Now that you have your menus costed out and you have the capability 

to change your menus at any time,  you should be able to stay  

within you budget.   However, in times of lower reimbursement rates and 

higher insurance costs, you will be asked to keep your food costs to the 

lowest cost while maintaining high quality standards.   To do this, you 

will need the lowest food prices from you vendors and you will need to 

watch you spending very closely.   Fortunately, the Active System helps 

you tremendously in both of these areas.   The Active System can 

interface with any Windows Based Vendor Ordering System to pull your 

current vendor prices into the Active System.  This will allow you to 

compare prices from vendor to vendor and from order to order.  You will 

be able to keep your vendors competitive as well as guard your facility 

from the mysterious effects of price creep and vendor cherry picking. 

 

 

 Figure 9.  The Active System Spend Down Sheet 
 

   

     The Active System has a very effective spend down sheet program 

that clearly shows the Dietary Manager what he or she has spent for the 

month so far, and compares it to the budget and calculates an estimated 

PPD based on an actual meal count, or an average daily census (ADC) 

Figure 9 shows orders sent to the spend down sheet from the  

Active System Order Guide, as well as miscellaneous order from other 

smaller vendors.    You can have a spend down sheet for any month of any 

year by changing the Mo/Yr in the boxes in the upper left.   You can also  

have any number of  pages of spend down sheets for each month if you 

choose to track  Food and Non-Food items separately.  

    Notice the UpLoad button.     The Active System offers you your own 

web page to upload your spend down sheets to.   This page is only  

accessible to you and can be a place for administrative or corporate  

personnel to track the spending of multiple facilities on a daily, weekly or 

monthly basis. 
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         Figure 7.  Inputting the Prices Password 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

          

       Figure 8.  The Order Guide with Prices. 

 

    Now that you can track prices from vendor to vendor and from 

order to order and from week to week, and from menu cycle to 

menu cycle, its time to consider your own spending habits.    

The best prices in the world will not guarantee spending within  

budget, unless you have a very effective way of monitoring and 

coaching the person placing the orders. 

Just as you can cherry pick from your vendors, your vendors can cherry 

pick which food items they will mark up each week to make up for the 

low prices they are offered you to get your business.  They get your busi-

ness because of the low prices they offered you, but you mysteriously seem 

to still be spending the same amount or more each month.   This is because 

you need protection from price creeping (select food items creep up in 

price each week) or vendor cherry picking (the vendor picks a few 

items each week and inflates those prices).   The  Active System allows 

you to easily obtain and store vendor prices and to track them from order to 

order.   Any creeping or jumping will be evident immediately 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.  Active System Inventory and Ordering Program - Click Inventory  

                                from the roster screen Diet Tab 

     

    The Active System holds hundreds of pages of inventory.  Each  

page has enough room for an entire Dietary Department Inventory  

(1500 items per sheet).    You place an order by indicating how many 

of each item you want in the BUY column.    Once your order is complete, 

you save it by clicking save order and giving the order a name such as 

wk1_04.    This order can be re-loaded the next time that week of the  

menu comes around.  You can also click Compare and upload the order 

to a column of the compare listing to watch for price creep on each 
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individual food item.   The AHPG code column on the inventory  

allows you to standardize the food items by type rather than brand name 

Then if a vendor substitutes a different (and usually more expensive) 

brand, your system will continue to compare it to the same type of food 

ordered in previous weeks.   So, if you order Brand X Kernal Corn and 

the vendor substitutes Libby's Kernal Corn,  your system will compare 

the prices of the two corns even though they each have a different vendor 

number.  They will be listed according to your assigned AHPG Code.    

 
 Figure 5.  Price Compare Form - Click the COMPARE button 

 

    If you want to control what food items are available to be ordered from 

a vendor, you can implement an order guide within the 

Active System.   You can give the person ordering access to the order 

guide only, and/or access to the inventory and the order guide.  The  

order guide also tracks your overall spending from week to week. 

These figures are copied over into an overall spend down sheet which  

offers a monitoring tool that can prevent over spending. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 6.  Order Guide 

 

    Figure 6 shows the order guide.  As you can see at the top, there is a 

drop down menu to allow you to select different order guides from differ-

ent vendors, and different order guides for each cycle of  the menu. 

As you input your order, you will see the running tally in the appropriate 

weeks column in the green box.   Once your order is complete, you can 

print a copy and/or select the Fax printer driver from the green drop down 

list at the top and fax your order directly to your vendor.    

 

    The prices the order guides as well as the inventory can be password 

protected.   If  you click the PRICES button at the top, you will be asked 

for a password.   Provide the password, and the prices appear.   Click  

Prices again and provide the password and the prices disappear.   The 

default Password is INV.    To change the password type INV| NewPW, 

where NewPW is your new password.    

 

   The UpLoad button is to upload the order guide from your vendors 

website, or from a text file provided by your vendor.   This process needs 

to be setup by AHPG if your vendor is not one of the vendors that AHPG 

has interfaced with before. 
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Printing by dining location is a common task to better organize your tray 

cards.   Fig. 11 shows the dining location list that can be accessed from 

any residents admission screen.  Click the yellow Dining Loc button. 

You can change the default locations and abbreviations to whatever you 

want.  You can also insert and delete locations by pressing Ctrl-Ins or  

Ctrl-Del.    The first column is the order in which the tray cards will 

print.  The second column is the 1-3 character abbreviation you use to 

assign a particular resident to that location.  The third (wide) column is 

the text that will actually print on the card.   The idea is to develop your 

list of  dining locations first, and then assign each resident to a location at 

Brk, Lch and Sup.   This is done in their admission screen.  The Dining 

Location assignments are the three small yellow boxes in the center of 

the admission screen labeled Brk, Lch, Sup.  Type the dining location 

abbreviations in these boxes.    Once you exit a resident's admission 

screen, you will notice the dining location abbreviations you assigned 

will be listed in the columns to the right of the resident's diet.   Once you 

have all your locations assigned, then make sure print by dining location 

is checked in the tray card program, and then your tray cards will print in 

the order in which the dining locations are listed.   

 

Active Healthcare Professionals Group, LLC 

www.ahpg.net 

Fig 11.  Dining Locations 



I.  Installation of the Active System 

 
   Place the Installation CD in your CD ROM drive and wait a few 

seconds for the installation program to begin automatically.  If the  

installation does not begin automatically, then click Start.  Then click  

RUN and then type d:\ainstall.exe  and press enter.  d: is the drive 

letter of your CD ROM.    

 

  Once Started, follow the screen instructions.   The vast majority of  

facilities should select the default settings by pressing enter or  

clicking the GO button.   The entire installation should take  

approximately 15 minutes.   Once installed, you will be asked to 

re-boot your system.  Click Yes, and your computer will turn off 

completely.   Wait a few seconds and then turn it back on.    

 

  Two Icons should be added to your Desktop.    You should have an 

Active System icon which is a big Red "A" with a yellow background. 

You should have a Medical Record Scan Icon which is a big Black "S" 

with a Red background.   If the icons are not present on your desktop, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

then click start and then click programs and look for the icons in the 

programs listing.   You can right click the icon from the program listing 

and hold down the right mouse button as you drag the icon to your  

desktop.   Then release the mouse button and click Copy to Here. 

You can also do the same with the icons located on the installation 

CD. 

 

    Click the Active System Icon on your desktop and the following  

screen will appear.   This screen may take a minute to appear if it is 

the first time you have clicked it.   The system will try to connect to 

the internet and establish a connection to the Active System website. 

 

Note: All Instruction Booklets are on you Install CD  in PDF  format 
 

After printing your tray cards, you will want to print nourishment labels. 

From the roster screen, with the Diet Tab selected, click the Labels button 

at the top left next to the Tray Cards button.   The follow screen appears. 

The challenge to printing labels, is formatting the printout to print on your 

labels.   The system is pre-set to print on standard Avery sheet Labels  with 

three across and 10 rows down.   It is recommended that you try this option 

first, but print on blank paper rather than wasting labels.  Then compare the  

label print out to a sheet of labels and see if  the printing is lining up to the 

labels.   Adjustments can be made to the printout by changing the numbers 

in the boxes labeled Top, Hgt, Width, Down and Across.   These boxes 

make changes in Twips.  A Twip is 1/1440 th of an inch.  So, large changes 

make small changes in the printout.   To move the printout 1/4 inch, you 

need to increase or decrease by about 400.   There are 4  Across boxes.  

These boxes tell the computer exactly where to start each row of the labels.  

You can have up to 4 rows.     Once you have your settings correct, it is 

advisable to write them down in a safe place, or select another label set 

from  the drop down box and enter the numbers into one of the other label 

settings. 

The Active System will automatically save your settings upon exiting, but 

invariably, someone will go into the label program and accidentally change 

the settings and exit to same the changes.    To print your labels, simply 

check the boxes of the nourishment periods you want the then click the 

green Print button.   Of course, the correct Printer Driver should be se-

lected. 
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Active System Scan 

Fig 10.  The Labels Program 



Once you have entered all your residents, it's time to print your tray 

cards. Click Tray Cards at the Top Left of  the Roster Screen (You must 

have the Diet Tab Selected).   The following screen appears. 

The program loads with the program set to print just the resident you 

have hilited on the roster.   To print all your cards. click the orange set 

for all button in the upper left.   This is assuming you have all your op-

tions set the way you want.   Select one of the 5 ways of printing by 

clicking on the associated radio button (circles) in the upper middle left.  

Then click the check boxes for the options you want.  The Tray Card be-

low will change to reflect the options you have chosen.   To find out 

what an option does, you can place the mouse cursor over the option for 

a few seconds and a help line will appear to tell you what the option is 

for.  Once you have the options set the way you want, right click the la-

bel "Nursing Units" in the upper left.  (Click the actual label, not the 

boxes to the right of the label).  You will be asked what box number do 

you want to save the settings under.   Input 1 for the Set for All button, or 

enter 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 to save under the other orange buttons reading from 

left to right and then to the second row.    Once your options are set, then 

click the green Print button.   The green slot below the Print button if for 

selecting the printer driver.    The name of  your printer should appear 

here.  If not, click the box for the drop down list and select your printer. 

      

Figure 1 shows the Opening Logon Screen.   Type in your entry password 

here.  The password changes each month.  As you type, stars will show up 

in the box instead of the actual letters you type.   Once you  

have typed in your password then press enter.    Note:  If you click the box, 

it is as if you pressed the enter key.   You can also press Ctrl-Enter and  

the system will accept the password as your logon for the entire day.  If 

you want to cancel this feature for the day, then right click the Exit button 

when you exit the system.    Otherwise, you will have to enter your pass-

word each time you go into the system.   Of course, most people leave their 

system on the Resident Roster so the Active System can be a quick refer-

ence tool.   This is OK if you have your computer is an office that 

is not visible to the public.    
 

    Once your password is accepted, then the Roster Screen will appear. 

The first time you enter the system each day, the system will go into an 

automatic update mode and it may take 30 to 60 seconds for the roster 

screen to appear.   If the screen does not appear, you may have another 

copy of the roster already running in the background.   To check this, 

Right Click the Taskbar (the bar at the bottom of your screen) or press 

Ctrl-Alt-Del.  Then click the Task Manger and then the Applications 
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Figure 1.  Opening Logon Screen 

Fig 9.  Tray Card Program 



tab.   If you see Resident Roster listed as one of the application 

s running, then click it and then click End Task.   Then close out the Task 

Manager by clicking the X in the upper right Corner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Simply click the diet component you want and it appears in the first avail-

able blank.   Click the same blue button again and the diet is taken away.  

The Active System will automatically combine all four diet components to 

form the diet order for the resident.   At least one Diet Component is re-

quired to admit a resident.   The First Diet component must have a number 

associated with it in the first small box to the right, if you are planning on 

printing meal cards (tray cards with the actual menu for the day printed on 

them) or select menus.  A Diet Number is also required if you are doing 

Nutritional Assessments, RAPs or Care Plans on the Active System.  

   Notice that there are additional Blue Buttons available by clicking the 

right and left arrows to the right of the Blue Buttons.   There are up to 200 

different diets that can be selected this way.   However, most people simply 

type in extra diet information or type in obscure diet components rather 

than searching through the buttons.   You can type anything you want in 

the wide boxes in order to make the Diet Order Match what is in the Chart.  

Again, if the Diet Component you want effects the actual foods allowed on 

a residents diet, then you must have a diet number in one of the small 

boxes that is associated with that diet component.   

    Now enter the likes, dislikes and nourishments in the yellow and orange  

boxes below the diet.   To save time and space, you have several Green 

Check boxes (Likes) and Pink Check Boxes (Dislikes) that you can use in 

addition to what you type in the boxes.  Simply type what you want in the 

appropriate boxes.   You can use the gray buttons along the side to dupli-

cate the Breakfast box to the Lunch and Supper boxes and the same with 

the gray buttons to the side of the nourishment boxes.   To save typing, you 

can click the drop down boxes along the top.   These are search boxes, so, 

you can begin typing what you want in the slot at the top and the firs match 

will appear in the window.   Note the slot down below the Brk/Lch/Sup 

box.  This is the active selection from the drop down lists.   Once active in 

this box below, you can click anywhere in the Brk/Lch/Sup/10a/2p3p/HS 

boxes and the selection will be placed where you click.   To disable the 

selection, so you can once again free text type in the boxes, simply click a 

blank area outside the boxes.    To change, or add to the drop down box 

lists, click the Lists button to the right of the drop down boxes.    To 

change the text of the Green and Pink Check boxes, right click the box.  

Some check boxes cannot be changes, and you will be notified of that 

when you right click it.  Otherwise, you will be given an input box to 

change the text to what you want. Press Exit when you are finished, and 

 go to the next residents room. 
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Figure 2.   This is the Task Bar.   It runs across the bottom of your Desktop 

                 Right click a blank spot on the Task Bar to get to the Task Manager 

 Figure 3. This is the Task Manager.  Use it to  End Task  or  End Programs 



Once your Nursing Units are setup with  a Name for each Nursing Unit 

and Room Numbers, then click the Exit Button and you will be dropped 

out of the Active System.   Click the Active System Icon on the Desktop 

and go back into the system.  Now your Nursing units will be in place  

with just your room numbers.  Press the Tab Key to rotate through all of  

your Nursing Units and make sure your rosters are setup up the way you 

want them.   If you need to add more nursing units, you will need to go 

back into the Setup Roster program (Click Facilities, then Setup Rosters) 

and increase the number in the Max Units Box and Setup those new  

rosters as you setup the others. 

 

   Now it is time to begin admitting your residents to the system.   Use 

your Tab Key to go to the Nursing Unit you want to begin with, and then 

use your up and down arrow keys to hilite the room you want to begin 

with and press F3.    You can also, simply, double click the room you 

want.   The following Admission Screen appears. 

   Start by filling in the boxes at the top of the screen with the appropriate  

information.  The First and Last Name are the only thing needed for now. 

Then enter the diet.  Notice that you have 4 wide boxes that can be used 

to enter four different diet components.  Each wide box is associated with 

a smaller box to the right.  This is where the computer diet number goes. 

The blue buttons offer a quick and easy way to enter diet components. 

 

 

Then try to enter the Active System again by clicking the icon. 

   The Roster Screen is considered the main screen of the Active System. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the Roster screen with the Diet Tab clicked and the 

R.D. Tab clicked.   Each Tab at the top of the roster screen offers different 

option buttons related to the Tab selected.   Also notice the menu options 

above the Tabs.   All options in the Active System can be accessed either 

through  the drop down menus at the top, or through the command buttons 

in the different Tabs.    Hilite the resident you want to work with, and then 

click the option button want. Notice at the very top of the screen, you have 

the Nursing Unit Number listed as well as the name of the nursing unit.   
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Figure 4.  The Roster Screen with the Diet Tab Selected 

Figure 5.  Roster Screen with the RD Tab Selected 

F8.  The Admission Screen 



It is recommended that you setup the rosters in your system according to 

the Nursing Units (Nursing Stations).   You should have a roster for each  

nursing station.   You can then change from one roster to another by 

pressing your Tab key or by clicking the Tab=Next Button.    When  

you first install the Active System,  it comes with Demonstration  Data 

using the names of  Presidents,  Senators and Congressmen on two nurs-

ing units and one hold unit.   The hold unit is used to transfer discharged 

residents to in order to have their information readily accessible until it is 

no longer needed.   
 

   The first order of business after your installation is to replace the dem-

onstration data with your data.   Do this by clicking the Facilities menu  

option at the top right of the roster screen.   A menu drops down.  Select 

the Setup Rosters.... option.  the following screen appears. 
 

Then Click the purple Setup Roster button. to get the screen shown 

in Figure 7.    The first thing you need to do is make sure you are on 

unit #1.   Click the Up/Down Arrow until a 1 appears in the box to  

the right of  Units.     Then click the Red Reset button to erase all the 

data currently on Nursing Unit #1.   Then change the Name of the 

Nursing Unit to the Name of  the Nursing Unit in your facility.  The 

next step is to input the room numbers by pattern.   Notice the four 

boxes to the right of the purple Put Rm No button.   In the first box 

(the yellow box)  type in the any unit designator.  This is usually 

blank, but it can be used to put in N for North wing or S for South 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Wing.   The next box (larger white box)  is for the Hall designator or the 

first room number on the hall.   This is usually a 100 for the 100 hall, or 

200 for the 200 hall, or 101 or 201.   The small pink box is for any  

separator between the room number and the bed designator.  This is usually 

blank, but it can contain a dash or underscore.    The last box (larger white 

box) is for the bed designators.   This is usually AB for A and B beds, or 

DW for door and window.   Do Not place any spaces between the different 

bed designators.     Once all your designators are in place, then click the 

purple Put Rm No button and you will seen all your room numbers appear 

instantly.   Once your room numbers are put in by pattern, you can click on 

any of the room numbers and then click the gray Delete button  to  delete 

any unwanted rooms.  You can also click below where you want to insert a 

room number and click the gray Insert button.    
 

Don't Forget to change the Facility Name to match your facility name. 

Also, change the XYZ facility abbreviation  to another three character 

abbreviation consistent with your facility name. 
 

Once you are done with Nursing Unit #1, click the up arrow and do the 

same for Unit #2.  

NOTE: Do Not Enter Resident Names or diets here.  Just setup your  

             rosters with room numbers. 
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Figure 6.  Setup Roster, Margins, Colors Program 

Figure 7.  Setup Roster Screen 



  

on the 

Fig 12.  Assembled Assessment to be Edited and Added to  

Fig 13.  A Fax Recommendation - Also Documents Intervention(s) 



Nutritional Assessments on the Active System are very comprehensive, 

detailed and historical.  They are historical in the sense that they include 

the text from previous assessments to show what has been done in the 

past for the residents.   They are detailed in the sense that they contain all 

the objective data that is pertinent to the nutritional care of the resident 

now, and several months in the past.   They are comprehensive in the fact 

that all the information needed for the nutritional assessment in included 

in the same place on one page for all assessments.   You will find that 

these nutritional assessments are very useful tools, as they are overall 

pictures of the resident, and what has been done for the resident. 

They serve to document every aspect of the nutritional care of the resi-

dent on one easy to read page. 

The nutritional assessment can also be considered a nutritional summary 

for the resident.  This is why they are printed out quarterly for all resi-

dents discussed in the Nutrition Management or Weekly Weight meet-

ings.   Routine printing of these summaries can capture all of the inciden-

tal activities, interventions, follow-up and monitoring done for all resi-

dents at risk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The completion test must show complete the assessment to be assembled. 

Note that the assessment shown above registers as complete without the 

Labs registering OK.   The assessment will show complete if the labs or 

weights are not current because you do not always have a current weight or 

lab.   Once complete, click OK and the nutritional assessment in assembled 

with a suggested note for your review and editing.  Figure 12 appears on 

your screen. (next page).   The note is show in the brown box at the top. 

The pink box contains pertinent objective data for you to compare to the 

statements in the note.  The cursor is placed in the white box below the 

brown.  Type additional comments and/or recommendations here.  Click 

the brown box to edit any lines assembled by the system.  Note that you 

can only change the lines for that day.  You cannot change the lines of an-

other date.   To make a recommendations that will print out on a fax rec-

ommendation, type Rec: and whatever you want to recommend in the 

white box.   The Rec: must be at the beginning of every line of the recom-

mendations.   Once you are done editing, or adding to the white box, then 

press the Esc key  (upper left corner of your keyboard) and the assessment 

prints automatically.   If a recommendation is made, the fax recommenda-

tion prints also.   You are placed back on the residents cardex.  Press Esc to 

go back to the roster to begin assessing your next resident. 
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Fig 1.  Nutritional Assessment 

Fig 11.  Completion Test  (Alt-A)  Showing InComplete & Complete 



Leave the location column blank if the skin is intact. 

Press Enter once you have all the columns filled in .  (L=Length 

W=Width  D=Depth ).   The system then adjusts the residents protein 

factor for calculating the protein needs for the resident.  1.0 for stage II, 

1.2 for stage III or IV.   Adjust it further if you want, by going to line 18 

of the residents cardexl. 

Just type over the current protein factor and press enter and you will see 

the changed calculations immediately. 

 

Button #10: Complete 
 

Now you have completed your assessment and you must click the last 

button (the Complete Button) to test to make sure you have not missed 

anything.   You can also click this button at any time to find out what 

you have left to address for the resident.   This is a very useful feature, as 

it will make sure you never miss anything, and it can also refresh your 

memory as to what you need to do next if you get interrupted in the mid-

dle of an assessment. 

 

 

To start a nutritional assessment, a resident must first be admitted to the  

system.  This can be done by hilighting an empty room on the roster and 

pressing F3, or double clicking the blank room, or by simply pressing en-

ter.   (See the Getting Started Booklet).   The Following Admission Screen 

appears.  Enter in all the demographic information, including the diet and  

then click exit. 

Once you click exit from the admission screen, you will be brought back to 

the roster with the admitted resident hilighted.   Now press the question 

mark key  (?/ key).    Just tap the key.  DO NOT press the shift or Ctrl  or 

Alt key(s).   You are then taken to the Cardex Screen as shown in Fig 3. 

on the next page.   This is where all the input is done for the assessment. 

The cardex is on large data file for the resident.  Each resident in the sys-

tem has a cardex.  The cardex is stored on the computer hard drive as it is 

shown on your screen.   It is a form, just like any other form, only this in 

stored on your computer, and the Active System is programmed to help 

you fill out this more with a minimum of typing and a minimum of search-

ing.   All calculations are done for your, and the calculations are usually 

done after you press enter, after you enter in the data for the calculation. 
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Fig 2.  The Admission Screen 

Fig 9.  Skin Record Section of  the Cardex   (F5) 

Fig 10.  The Protein, Stress and Activity Factors Section of  the Cardex 



 

Notice the 10 orange buttons at the top of  the Cardex Screen  

(4th row of buttons).    These are the buttons you need to click and ad-

dress in order to complete a nutritional assessment.   Consider these but-

tons as a step by step guide to completing a Nutritional Assessment on 

the Active System.   You start with the button on the left and work to-

ward the right.   Click each button and then provide the information 

asked for in that section of the cardex.   

 

Button #1: F3=Admit 
  The first button takes you to the admission screen to view, verify, or 

edit the information on the admission screen to make sure it is up to date.   

This is primarily for the verification of the diet order.   One of  the ad-

vantages to doing assessments on the Active System and Printing Tray 

Cards and Nourishment Labels from the Active System, is that you ver-

ify the diet and nourishment orders in comparison to the medical chart 

each time you do an assessment.   

Weights easily by pressing the tab key to jump to the weight column and  

leaving the date column blank.  Then input the weight and press enter.  The 

date is calculated at 30 days from the previous weight.  This is great for 

quick input of several monthly weights. 

 

Button #8:  Labs   

  As with the weights, when you click the Labs button, or press F4, you are 

taken to the Labs section of the cardex and placed on the next blank line to 

enter the next series of  labs.   Type in the date and the type in the labs ac-

cording to the column headings.   Press the Tab key to jump to the next 

column.   Note that the heading of the last column is blank.  You can fill 

this in for a special lab for the resident such as PreAlbumin or Dilantin 

level.    Once you type in all your labs, press enter and an H is placed next 

to all labs that are high and an L is placed next to all low lab values.  The 

last column is not marked.  You have to mark that yourself, if it is low or 

high. 

 

Button #9:  Skin 

 
When you click the skin button, or press F5, you are taken to the next 

blank line of the skin record portion of the cardex for the resident. 

This is show on the next page. (Fig 9).   There is a 0,1,2,3,and a 4 button  

at the top of the screen (small pink buttons above the orange Complete but-

ton).    Click the number associated with the skin status for the resident. 

0=intact   1-stage I   2=stage II etc.    The system puts the date in for you 

and places the skin stage in the skinny column of the skin record and places 

your cursor in the column to type in the location of the decub.  
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Fig 3.  The Cardex Screen 

Fig 8.  Labs  (F4) 



Buttons 5 and 6 are simply conscious acts that the user needs to take to 

verify that he or she has looked into the medical chart and/or visited with 

the resident to verify their diet order and the cognitive status and feeding 

ability of the resident.   A good place to verify this information is ques-

tion B4 and question G1ha of the residents most current MDS.   

 

Note:  The MDS rates resident 1 more than the risk assessment.   For 

example, if B4 of the MDS is 3, then the risk assessment should be 2.If 

G1ha rates a 4 for the resident, the risk assessment should b 3. 

 

If at all possible, you should use the MDS to fill out the risk assessment 

because you will find the nursing notes and other documentation in the 

medical chart may conflict with your observation and with the observa-

tions of other staff members. 

 

Button #7:  Weights 

 

When you click the Weights button, or press F2, you are taken to the 

weights section of the cardex and placed at the next blank for inputting 

the next weight.   Type in the date and the weight and press enter and all 

calculations for percentage change for 30, 90 and 180 days are done im-

mediately.  If there is a significant change, a symbol will be placed next 

to the weight  *= sig. loss in 30 days  < = sig loss in 180 days  +=sig gain  

in 30 days.  >= sig. gain in 180 days.   You can input multiple weights 

 

 

dietary and vice versa.   No longer will your diet cards gradually get out of 

sync with the physicians orders.   The Active System Nutritional Assess-

ment process ensures the physicians orders match the tray cards because 

the person doing the nutritional assessment has access to both the medical 

chart and the tray card for the resident, and the tray card can be immedi-

ately change to match the medical record and the change is implemented 

the next time tray cards are printed. 

 

Button #2:  Meds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you click the Meds button (or press Ctrl-M)  the medication input 

box appears.    This is a listing of all the meds in the system.   In the search 

slot at the top, just type the first three or four letters of the medication you 

want and then press enter.   The hilite bar in the meds list will jump to the 

first match on the list.   Keep pressing enter until the med you want is 

hilited.   Then either click the button titled "Place in Next Blank" or click 

one of the buttons F1........... F12 to put the med in space corresponding to 

the number of the button.    Of course, you can just type in a medication in 

the yellow box.  However, many meds are associated with calories and  
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Fig 4.  Medication Input Box  (Ctrl-M) 

Fig7.  Weights   (F2) 



protein such as the MedPass and the Promod and the Prostat.   Also, each 

med on the list is categorized as a high risk or not a high risk med, and 

food and drug interactions are associated with each med on the list. 

If you simply type in a med, it will show up on the med list, but there 

will be no number associated with it to obtain this additional information.   

Once you have all the meds you want to list, then click the exit button 

and the meds are placed on the resident's cardex.  It is recommended that 

you only include meds assiciated with the resident's nutritional status 

such as vitamins, diuretics, insulin, hypoglycemics, appetite stimulants 

and psychotropics. 

 

Button #3: Diagnosis 

   The Diagnosis input box works the same way as the medication input 

box.  Simply type in the first three or four letters of the diagnosis in the 

search slot and press enter until the diagnosis you want is hilited.  Then 

click the Next Button or the F1..........F14 to specify which space you 

want the diagnosis to appear.   Again, you can simply type in a diagnosis 

in the yellow box if you want.   Click the Exit button when you are done 

and the diagnoses are place on the resident's cardex. 

 

 

 

Button #4:  F6=Risk 

  The mini nutritional risk assessment is designed to assign a number to the 

resident's nutritional risk based on the objective data entered into the as-

sessment.   A number of 10 or greater means the resident is at nutritional 

risk.   The Active System will fill out the nutritional risk assessment for 

you, but you have to fill out the first two line the first time an assessment is 

done for the resident.   In other words you have to rate the residents mental 

status (0=Alert and oriented  1=slightly confused 2=Confused and 

3=Comatose)  and the residents feeding ability (0=feeds self  1=min assist 

2=assist  3=fed by staff).   When you click the fourth button or press F6, 

the cursor is placed in the first column on the first line.   Either input the 

mental status, or if it has not changed from the last assessment, then press 

your down arrow and go to the next line to input the feeding ability.  Note 

that the system inserts and pushes all previous columns to the right. You 

will always be inputting into column 1 (left column) 
 

Buttons #5 and #6: Verify Diet and Cog/Feeding 
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Fig 5.  Diagnosis Input Box  (Ctrl-I) 

Fig 6.   Mini Nutritional Risk Assessment   (F6) 


